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Corval Group and GTUIT Announce Strategic Partnership Focusing on Associated Gas Capture
Company Establishes Partnership and Aligns Organization for Current Opportunity
BISMARCK, ND, May 20, 2014 - GTUIT and Corval Group are pleased to announce the formation of a
strategic partnership focused on the Oil & Gas Upstream business sector. The partnership delivers
engineered solutions addressing the capture, conditioning, and beneficial use of associated gas at the
well pad. Through this partnership, GTUIT and Corval Group work jointly with Upstream operators and
Midstream processors to establish unique solutions that address their specific drilling, production, and
processing strategies.
According to Brian Cebull, CEO, “GTUIT, LLC is thrilled to partner with an experienced company like
Corval. Through local presence, proprietary process, and unique technology, our combined skills enable
us to implement innovative remote capture solutions. From concept evaluation to execution at the well
pad, this partnership provides producers comprehensive solutions to create value from their stranded gas
resources.”
“We are very excited about this Partnership and its ability to address the associated gas challenges in
the Bakken, especially those challenges of capture and beneficial use at the well pad. We are extremely
pleased to combine our local presence, fabrication, and construction expertise with GTUIT’s proven gas
conditioning and separation technology, and deliver this integrated associated gas solution to the industry,”
said Kurt Swenson, Executive Vice-President of Corval Group.
About Corval Group
Midwest-based Corval Group is a full service industrial general contractor and engineering firm
offering solutions and services that delivers results. As a schedule- driven industrial general contractor,
they develop customizedplans for each project to insure on-time and on-budget delivery. Corval’s
unwavering commitment to excellence builds confidence with every client across their 93 year history.
For more information, visit www.corvalgroup.com.
About GTUIT
GTUIT is a Montana-based flare gas solutions provider that manufactures equipment and provides service
to capture natural gas liquids and condition natural gas at oil well sites in the US. GTUIT will provide
economic and technical analysis, remote gas capture equipment, and operational skills for producing NGLs
and conditioning gas on the well site.
For more information, visit www.gtuit.com.
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